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1 Introduction
We will consider the stability problem of the rotational motion of a top around a fixed
point with a cavity filled up with a viscous fluid.The study of this problem started in the
fourties with S.L.Sobolev.He considered only the case of an ideal fluid. Sobolev's paper
has not been well known (it was published in a journal of physics,approximately 15 years
after his research, see [14]) and only the ideas and results contained in his subsequent
papers,connected with the linearized systems of the equation describing the motion a
rotating fluid,have been a source of important new directions,both in the theory of Partial
Differential Equations as well as in the Spectral Theory of abstract operators (see [3], [4]
and [5]}.In his not less remarkable research about the stability of this system (which we
call from now on Sobolev's systems) Sobolev found that an ellipsoidal form of the inner
cavity is preferable in order to communicate a stable movement to the top.

In the present paper the following result is proved: for any angular velocity w in
Sobolev's system,different from a certain value w* there is a value of the viscosity i/(u)
such that,for every v > i/(u) the system is instabie.The conditions under which this result
is obtained are:the rigid body {and so the inner cavity) is symmetric with respect to a
vertical axis and the inner cavity has an order m(m > 2) of symmetry under rotation
around this vertical axis.'1

2 System of equations
In this section we shatl introduce the equations representing the osciilation of Sobolcv's
system under small perturbations.
Let (i', y', z') be an inertial system of orthogonal coordinates such that its origin coincides
with a fixed point of Sobolev's system placed in the base of the rigid body-Let us assume
that the Soboley's system rotates uniformly with constant angular velocity u; aroutid the
axis z' (which is also an axis of symmetry) i.e.,both the rigid body and the viscous rotate
at the same velocity w.We consider also a second system (x,y,z) in such a way that
the axis z coincides with the axis z' and have also its origin in the fixed point.We shall
assume the system (x,y, z) rotating uniformly with angular velocity w around the axis
z'.We remark that before the perturbation such system is fixed to the rigid body.
Initially the coordinates of the center of gravity of the rigid body (X^, Y^, Z'cm) referred
to the system (x',y\zr) will be X'^ — Y^ = 0 and Z!cm = ij,where iy is the distance of
this point to the origin.If the Sobolev's system is slightly disturbed,the rigid body will
start to oscillating and therefore its center of gravity shall describe a path represented by
a vector radius (w.r.t the system at rest).Now we shall start the physical modeling of the
Sobolev's system under slight perturbations.
We just take the equations for the viscous fluid from the hydrodynamics.With respect to
the system (x',tf, z') they have the following form:

at

and

' + lVp' = F' - gk.
p

div v' = 0.

(2.1)

(2.2)
3If we consider the inner cavity H as & set of points in the space^fter a rotation of angle — ,we recover
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where (/ denotes the field of velocity of the fluid,p' the hydrodynamical pressure,pF'
is the field of the external forces, v the viscosity coefficient,p the fluid's density and g
the gravitational constant.Here and in what follows F ' will be a given solenoidal vector
field.The equation (2.1) is the linearized equation of Navier-Stoke and (2.2) the continuity
equation.In this last equation the divergence of the field v' is taken w.r.t {x',y',z').
Let. UK write tin: equations (2.1) and (2.2) in the system (x, y, z).li is easy to see that

(2.3)

where k = (0,0, l).Let

v - -p + ui h v = Po + v- (2.4)

111 (2.3) and (2.4) v and p are the deviations of the field of velocity and the pressure
respectively written in coordinates (x, y,z).From (2.3) and (2.4) the equations (2.1) and
(2.2) can be written in the following form

Y - 2w(u x k) - v/\v + -Vp = F,

div v = 0

(2.5)

(2.6)

where pF is the field of the external forces expressed in the coordinates {x, y, z).
The vectorial C(]iiat.ion describing the small oscillations of the rigid body after the pertur-
bation is the following

where C is the angular momentum of the rigid body w.r.t the fixed point placed in its
base and J\f' is the momentum of the forces influence on the rigid body w.r.t the same
fixed point,These forces are the gravity.the pressure of the fluid and the friction.Let us
introduce a third system of orthogonal coordinates,whose versors on every one of the axis
are given \>y the vectors

K.m
Jem

Recall that we have assumed that the rigid body is symmetric w.r.t the axis z' {and
therefore also w.r.t the axis defined by the vector k^).Under this only condition we have

hen?

where r' — :r'2ij
body .Deriving (2.8) we obtain

dC

JLr ^ ijJl\\Knn — I±.1t>rn- \^*®)

(x2)
2)dr\ / | | = | ( r ' 2 - ( 4 ) 2 ) d /

, and the integration is in the region occupied by the rigid

(2.9)

I ' * " * Wt.-m '•' WOHWN

projecting (2.9) on the axes x' and y' one gets the following relations:

_ . , = w / j | _

and

—

(2.10)

(2.11)

linearizing (2.10) and {2.11) in a neighborhood of the values of the coordinates of the
center of gravity before the perturbation,we obtain the expressions

at (i (i

and

(2.12)

(2.13)

Having in mind the moment of the gravity,the pressure and the friction,after a calculation
we get

V r / Fit)', fh,1 \
\dn

and

at

where Q is the region occupied by the fluid and Mt is the mass of all .system.
Let 4/ = X'an+ jY^.From (2.7) and (2.12) - (2.15) it follows

(2.14)

(2.15)

In the system {x,y, z) the above the equation can be written in the form

where <p — e~"*'i0'-Finally just remark that

Mx + iHv = —iN{v) + igM\l\4> — iN^. (2-17)

where NQ is a constant and

N(v) = p f T- ^-dQ. - 2uip f r - {v x k)dU. (2.18)
Jn at Jn

Herer= (z,iz,-(x + iy)).Ftota (2.16) and (2.17)

(ui2(/]| - I±) ~ gMtliW + N(v) + N* - 0. (2.19)



Let as beforp Si be the region occupied by the fluid.Siiice on dfi (the boundary of Q) both
the velocity of the fluid and the rigid body must be equal,we have

V '
z'-m,

h

xL =

on Dil.ln the .system (x,y, z) this boundary condition is

_ w
v — z , z

l

It. is not difficult to see that we can write it in the following form

Here the bur moans complex conjugation.

(2.20)

3 Sobolev's form of the equations
It. follows from (2.5),(2.C) and (2.18) - (2.20) that the linear equations describing the small
oscillations of Sobolev's system in a neighbourhood of the initial state v = 0, p = P(o) and
(!> ~ 0 are:

— - 2u(v x k) -
at

- -Vp = F,
p
div v = 0,

,; = - (

(fi)

(dii)

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

where

- h) - ^ = 0.

N(v) = p I r • —dQ. -2UJP [ r • (v x k)dU.
Jn at Jn

(3.4)

(3.5)

We recall that in (3.3) and (3.4) the dot means derivative with respect to time while in
(3.5) it means the usual scalar product. In what follows we will make use of the system
(3.1) - (3.5) written in Sobolev's form.In order to get that form we represent the quantities
v,F and p as finite Fourier series due to the invariance under rotations of angle 2^ of the
cavity Q.More exactly.proceeding as Sobolev did in the ideal case,it is possible to obtain

complex vector fields t>[j|,F(,] and complex functions P[s],s = 0, ±1, ±2, • • •, ±(m — 1),such
that

« = * ( E » W vl'\ (3.6)

and
(m-l) , (m-1)

-(m-l) / V 0 -(m-1)

where the pairs (w[j|,P[3|) as will be shown later satisfy more convenient equations.Now
we realize the following program:
Let <p be a function of the real variables x,y,z defined in the region occupied by the
fluid.Let us introduce complex coordinates

Starting with ip one can introduce m new functions.Let s = 0, • • -, m — l.We define

m-l

It is not difficult to prove that

(=0

m - l

E
s=0

(3.8)

Note that p[a}(£,£,z) have a meaning even for an arbitrary integer s.Tho following ex-
pressions are a direct consequence of the definition of the transformation (f>).

(3.9)

We pass over to the variables £ and f in the equations (3.1) and (3.2).First, of all,we
remark that

d__ d_ 9_ d__-(9__d\ . _ d2_ d2 _
~di ~ ae, + d£' dy ~ \d$ as)' ~ dses+ dz2 ~ a"

Let us write

V( = vz+ ivy, V£ = vx - ivv, F^ = Fx + iFy, F£- = Fx — iFy,

Then from (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain the following system:

(3.10)

dvz



/.From (3.9) we prove that

(3-11)

Applying conveniently the operators (s) to each one of the equations of the system (3-10)
and using (3.9) and (3.11) we have:

On the other limn! I he conditions (3.3) can be written in the following form:

Using the result .given in ([14])

( m - l ) (mod m)
= 0 (mod m)

j y _ f 0 if I ?<
I | m if I = I

the action of the operator (s) on (3.13) lead us to the following relations

(;,{>,-|)</> if .s = 1 (mod m)

(z,Q,-^4> if,s = - l (mod m)

0 in other cases

(.Froiu (3.5) and (3.8) we have that

rtn-l \ m-1

N{v) = TV [Y, %) = T,N(vi'))-
\ s=0 / s=0

w h e r e i'(.,) = ( l ^ . f s - i ) . V£ ( 3 + i ) , f i , ( s ) J <uid

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

It follows from (3.16) that

hence the only term different from zero in (3.15) is the one corresponding to s = l,that is

Similarly

In the boundary conditions (3.14) for s = l,the derivative of <p is related to «(1) and at
the same time <f> satisfies (see(3.4)) the equation

= 0 (3.17)

On the other hand.for s = — 1 the boundary conditions set up constrains between U(_])
and < ,̂this last magnitude satisfying the conjugate equation to (3.17)

i j - iuj(2h - J||),£ + (w!(/n - h) - gM,h)$ + N ( t ,M )) + iVti = 0. (3.18)

Now we again pass to cartesian coordinates.but before let us remark that

Let

Then obviovisly from (3.19) the following relations are true

(3.10)

• P[,l = p[_,].

The expressions allowing to recover the initial magnitudes are of the type:

i i 0

Similar expressions are also true for t>r vt,Fx,Fy, Fz and p,but are omitted for shortness
sake.It is clear now that (3.6) and (3.7) have been proved,where v\,\ = {vx\a],vy^{vz\[3\j
and F[s] = (Fz,[,h FvM, F^J.From (3.12) and (3.14) it follows that v[s] and p[s] satisfy
the following system of equations:

^ 1 - 2u(t.|,, x k) - v£v\s] - ivp[,j = FM,

div V|,| = 0,

and the following boundary conditions

r<j> if s = 1,

T4> if s = - 1 ,

0 in other cases.
(9Q)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)



On the other hand it is easy to see that

N{v) = N(vm),N{

Hence we can write equation (3.17) as follows

Ij + m,(2/± -
 2

ami its conjugate (3.18) as

= 0

= 0

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

The method that, wo use to obtain the equations (3.20) - (3.25) in the viscous case is due to
Sobolcv in the ideal case.it involves tedious calculations but leads to a suitable form of the
equations, First, of all,the boundary conditions (3.22) are simpler than (3.3) and second,the
system of equations satisfied by (*'[i],P[]], 0) is exactly the conjugate system satisfied by
(?1_i], j>[_tj, 0),hence in our case it is enough to consider one system of equations to study
the stability of Sobolev's systems.

4 Operational setting of the system of equations

Let U be a bounded domain of the space R3 and let Lj(Q) be the Hilbert space of the
vector functions «{;<') = (ui{x),it2(x),u3(x)),x = (xi,x-2,x3) £ fJ and u^ € L2(il).The
scalar product, in L^lil) is defined by the relation

f f 3

Jn Jn ^

Let M denote the set of infinitely differentiable solenoidal vectors with compact support
in il and let S\> denote its closure in the /^(H) norm.The set of the elements of L^(il)
which are orthogonal to S-i forms a subspace which we shall denote by G2,so that

It is well known that G-i consists of elements Vp.where g is a function on f2,which is
locally square summable and with first weak derivatives belong to L3(f2).Let Po be the
orthogonal projection operator from 1̂ (11) onto S2.We introduce the linear operator B
in S2 making D{B) — Si and Bxt = 2iPa(u x k).B is a bounded and selfadjoint operator
and a{B) C [—2, 2] (see [13]).Now we can define a second operator.We denote by H the
Hilbert space of vector functions,obtained by completing M in the norm corresponding
to the scalar product

Obviously,// C S-2 is dense in ^2 (see [11]).For any ^ e 52 there is a unique weak solution
{v.p),v e H n W% {W% is the set of all vector functions with components in VV|) and
p 6 W-\ .of the linear problem:

f AD + Vp = ij>

div v = 0

(«)

= 0 (an)

Let Aa be the linear operator which establishes a correspondence between the solution v
of the problem (WQ) and the corresponding ip G 52,that is A$u — ip.D(Af,) is the set of all
solutions v of the problem {Wo) when ij> runs through 5^.The operator AQ is selfadjoint
and negative definite on .D(/lo).Its inverse A$' is compact.In what follows we shall write
the system of equations (3.20) — (3.25) for s = 0, ± 1 , . . , , ±(m — 1) as evolution equations
in suitable Hilbert spaces.
Suppose that s ^ ±l,let A = i/~Mo,then A can be regarded as an extension of the
operator Po& and A has the same properties as AQ.H we apply the orthogonal projection
Po to (3.20) we obtain

jt=i{-u)B + ivA)v + G (4.1)

where A = ~A> Q,v € CH[0, +00],D{A)) and G = PBF € Sj.If v and G are smooth
enough, (4.1) is equivalent to (3.20).We have dropped the index s in (4.1) for more sim-
plicity of the notations.Let us now suppose that s — l,next we shall change the first
boundary condition in (3.22) into a homogeneous boundary condition. In order to do this
we make the following transformation v\i] = v + f^.If we substitute v^ in (3.20), (3.21)
and the first boundary condition, in (3.22) then

2w{v x fc) — ui

,̂Prom (3.5) it follows that

It is easy to prove that

where
iE= I

J a

1
(\v Vpiii + ftp — *

p

N{vK) = N(v) + N

N{flj>) — pK2<f> — 2lJL

T • (f x kym, K2

Substituting i)|i] in (3.24) we have

(2/^ + pt3)fl6 —

Here

lui^ + pEti + t*

!tj(r x k)rj} —

div v —

v —

b + N(v) + 2Nl

0,

0,

(")

(Q)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4-4)

(4.5)

One can apply Po to the equation (4.2) and obtain

-^ + Po{f)4> = i{-wB + ivA)v
at

where G = P0(F|i]).It follows from (3.5) that

{v) =< —, P0(f)at

Set

x k)4> + G,

v, PB(f x k) > .

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

10



Then,from (4.5) we have

+ pE)
7 —

N(v)
(4.9)

where L = ^.Finally.froin (4.6) - (4.9) we obtain the following evolution equation on
S2 x C":

R= {v,<j>,-y) e Cl([0,+oo),D(A) x C2) (4.10)

where /?(l = (Pn^]i],O, ^T+KI))<£I a l l tl -̂2 a r e l i n e a r operators,D(£]) = 5j x C5 and
£ift = Lift for every ft/e D(£i),D(£3) = D(A) x C2 and £ 2 « = L2R for every
ft e Z>(£a).Li and L2 are operator matrices that can be defined in the following way

O

\ ui{21±

and

L, =
O

•, Pa(f y,k)>

Above we denote by / the identity operator on S^by O the null functional and by o the
zero of this space.
Since

i

£i has mi inverse £p!.It is easy to verify that C{1 = I + F,where / is the identity on
S-i x CJ and F is a finite dimensional operator.

5 Spectral properties of the operators related to the
main problem

The purpose of this section is to prove some properties of the operators that appear in
the evolution equations obtained in the preceding section.In the sequel,we will denote by
B and A the linear operators which are introduced in the section 3.

Lemma 5.1 The operator D = A~'B is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator (that is D € o2tsee

[6] for the. definition).

11

Proof:We note that B may be continuously extended to ̂ (n ) , to this purpose we define B
on CQ°{fi) (the totality of vector fields with components in C£°(fi)).Let a be any element
of Co°(H) and pa the solution of the following Neumann problem

APa = div (a x k) (SI)

— = 0 (XI)

According to theorem 1.7 in [15] we have

Then Vpa € G2.Now,we introduce the vector field b by setting a x k = b + Vpn and define
Ba = 2i6.Obviously C^(ii) is dense in L2{i1) hence,ZJ may be extended by continuity to
L3(f3).The operator D is bounded on L2(fi) and its range belongs to H^(i2).The Lemma
follows from a well known result due to Agmon (see [1],[2]). •
Let F be a linear operator defined in a Hilbert space. We recall that a nonzero vector \p is
called a root vector of the operator F, corresponding to the eigenvalue A,if (F — XI)'1 ip = 0
for some positive integer n.

Let Cajj = aB + ipA where a and 0 are real values,/? > O.We have

Lemma 5.2 The operator iCatg is tfu: generator of a Co semigroup of contractions.

Proof:Note that C~lp is a compact operator.In fact

Ca,g = {aB + ipA) = + i

Since A~sBA~i is a selfadjoint operator if} a is a regular point for it. But this means that

the operator (aA~2BA~5 •+i/3I) is a continuous operator defined in all 52.It follows

that

is compact.On the other hand

Re < iCO:pU, u> = —(} < Au, u > < 0

if u ^ 0 G S-i.Hence,we have that the spectrum of iCa,/3 consists of eigenvalues,which
can have the infinite as a limit point .These eigenvalues are situated in the left semi-
plane.Therefore.for all A > O,(iCQj) -M)D(A) = 52.Since,CQy3 is a closed operator whose
domain is dense in S2 and it is accretive,i.e.,/?e(iCn,3«,«) < 0 we have

(iCa,0 (5.1)

(see [10]).It is well-known that (5.1) is a sufficient condition on the operator iCa<a to be
a generator of a Co semigroup of contractions. ,
In the course of the investigation it was obtained the following Lemma that has indepen-
dent interest.

Lemma 5.3 The system of ail root vectors of the operator Ca<g is complete in S2-

12



Proof: Consider the equation
{aB + i0A - XI)u - v

where a G D(A) and 1> e S2This equation is equivalent to the following one

where \i — -*TJ>K - i^A~}B and v\ = i^j4~ln.Therefore the completeness of the
system of root vectors of Cnp holds if and only if the system of all proper and as-
sociate vectors of the pencil fiA~l - I - K is complete in S2.Keeping in mind that
A ]K = -i'^A'^B e (7a,then {A^K)' € o<i.Hence {A~lK) tm{ths imaginary part of
the: operator A~lK) belongs to <72.The Lemma follows now from Keldysh's Theorem (see
[G],page262). ,
Now,we will show a similar result to Lemma 5.3,more exactly the system of al! root vectors
of operator Cj£]'] is complete in S2 x C^.In order to see this.we note that

/ -vA

O

O

- 1

/ -wfl

0

0

where Cn is a finite dimensional operator.From this decomposition it follows that the
spectral problem

[XCi - i£2)R = 0

is equivalent to the following

where

.9 =
O

o

- 1

0

0

- 1

am!

H =
O

O

+ finite dimensional operator

Note that 5 is a negative compact operator.From Lemma 5.1 it follows that H is a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator,Hence,according to Keldysh's Theorem (see[6],pa<je262},the system of
the root vectors of C2C^1 is complete in 52 x C2.

13

6 General study of the stability of Sobolev's system

In this section we consider the stability problem for the evolution equations (4.1) and
(4.10).
Consider in a Banach space E the differential equation

where C is a linear operator having domain D(C) dense in E. The solution x = 0 of (6.1)
is called stable is every solution of this equation is bounded.lt is called unstable if is not

stable.

Now,we consider the stability problem for the homogeneous equation of (4,1)

du
It

= i(—usB (6.2)

(..From Lemma 5.2 the Cauchy problem for (6.2) is correctly posed and moreover it follows
that all solution of (6.2) is bounded (see[9]).Hence,the zero solution of this equation is
stable.
The remaining part of the paper is devoted to the investigation of the influence of the
rigid body in the stability problem.
In what follows we shall need some definitions and results from the theory of operators
in spaces with an indefinite metric.
Let E be a separable Hilbert space with inner product (.,.).Suppose that we have a second
inner product [.,.] and that it is indefinite.lt is possible to prove that there is an operator
P,D(P) = E,such that [x, j/j = (Px,y),We can say that P is the operator associated to
the inner product [.,.].In this sense it is the most general way of defining an indefinite
inner product.
An operator .} with D(J) = E will be called a fundamental symmetry (f.s) if J = J*
and J2 = / where / is the identity on E.It is evident that all (f.s) define an indefinite
inner product.Let [.,.] denote an indefinite inner product in E and let P be the operator
associated with it.Then,if 0 G p{P) (that is,zero is a regular point of P) there exists a
(f.s} J\ corresponding to a definite inner product (., .)i equivalent to the initial one,such
that[.,.] = (J . , . ) r

As before let (E, (.,.)) be a separable Hilbert space and J some (f.s) on E.het C he. an
operator having a domain D(C) dense in i3.The operator C is said to be J—dissipative if
Im[Cx,x] = Im(JCx,x) > 0 and J-selfadjoint if (JC)' = (JC).
Assume that

E = E+{+]E-

where E+ and E- are linear manifolds J—positive and J—negative respectively and [+]
denote the J—orthogonal direct sum.If E+ and £_ are Hilbert spaces corresponding to
the inner products [.,.] and —[.,.] respectively and

t = min(dimE+,dimE-) < oo

the^i? will be called a Pontriaguin space of order t.An J—dissipative operator C is called
maxima! if it has no proper extensions.lt is well known that,if there is A € C+,such
that X € p(C) then C is maximal.We recall the following result:a maximal J—dissipative

14



operator on a Pontriaguin space of order i has at most t eigenvalues in C+ (we assume
that /. = dimE+) moreover,the sum of the algebraic multiplicities of all these eigenvalues
is less or equal than i. 4

Now we turn to study the homogeneous equation of (4.10),that is

1 dt '

;,From the form of the Li it. is clear that

L,2 = L3 + finite dimensional operator

where

(6.3)

I —u)B + it/A

O

O

0 0

Then,according to the previous argument about the operator £, ',(6.3) is equivalent to

— = * (j£i + finite dimensional operator) R

Where £:,/? = L:,7?, D(£:1) = D(4) x C2 and /? = £r'fl.It follows from Theorem 7.5 in
[9] that the Cfiuchy problem for the last, equation is correct.Hence,the same will hold for
(6.3).
We remark that the study of the stability of the zero solution of (6.3) is equivalent to the
study of the stability <>f the zero solution of

dR_ . . _ , .
dt ! (6.4)

Our aim in t lie rest of the section is to study the boundedriess of the elementary solutions
of equation ((i.4),this is,the study of the spectrum of C^Ci-lt is clear that if A € C+

belongs to the spectrum of this operator,the zero solution of (6.4) is iustable.
It. is easily seen that if L > 0 or L — 0,the Sobolev's system is essentially stable.Hence
below we only consider the case L < O.In orHer to study this.we introduce a indefinite
inner product

where /?i, i?j 6 S2 x C2.lt is evident that this is generated by the following operator

*T/ O O \

G = o 0

O 0 (2/x

'this result is due to Azizov (see |
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We introduce a second indefinite inner product

Let us remark that Li is (j-dissipative.Hence - £ , '£ j is Q-dissipative.On the other
hand the space S^ x C admjts a decomposition in the following way

where / /+ and H. are subspaces Q~positive and Q—negative respectively and dimH+ =
l.In fact,if R = (U, $, 7) is an arbitrary element of 52 x C2 then it is easiSy verified that

Q(R, R) = -

Now,we take (recall that L < 0)

and

S2 - {{21L | |2) | 7 |a - L| * |

Smce.the Q-metric is generated by —GC\ and 0 € p{ — G£i),the operator —L\XL2 will
be J-dissipative in a Pontriaguin space of order one (./ is a (f.s)).The zero solution of
equation (6.4) will be unstable if the operator - £ f '£ 2 has at least an eigenvalue in C+.It
follows by the Azizov's Theorem enunciated before {see [4]) that —£^'£2 has at. most one
eigenvalue in C+ .
In the next section we will prove that this bad eigenvalue really appears for greater value
of the viscosity.
^Prom now follows we suppose that the cavity SJ satisfies the general conditions imposed
in the introduction. **
As it is observed in the previous sect ion, the unstability of the Sobolev's system is equiv-
alent to the existence of an eigenvalue of the linear pencil \C\ + Ct in C+.The spectral
problem

(A£, + d)R = 0 R € D(A) x C2

is the same as

= 0,

= 0,

where
h = [(2/,

xfc) > + — <U,iPB{f) > = 0,

+ pS)]

(6.5)
(6.6)

(6.7)

As it was mentioned before,we are interested in the case L < 0 for any value of the angular
velocity.Then it should be /y < Ij_.
Assume that -A £ ov{-wB + ivA) then A is an eigenvalue of the pencil X£i + L2 if and
only if A is a root of the following equation:

Qj(w, A) = {21 ± )A2 +pE)\ = pX< , Uo{\) > = /(A) (6.8)
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where TA = (-u>B + ivA + A/)"1 and U0(ti) = 2uP0(r x k) + i)iP0(f) for n € C.It is
possible to verify that (6.8) follows from (6.1) - (6.3) if A £ u{ -uB + :iM),in particular
if A e C + .
It is clear that A = 0 is not a solution of (6,8) and keeping in mind that

Im < rA£/, U >< 0 U^0eS2.

In a similar way no real value A with U(X) ^ 5 will be a solution of (6.8).Note that
U(X) = 5 for some A € R is a very restrictive condition over SI When f2 is an ellipsoid
then Po(f x k) = —iP()(f) holds.hence if A = 2CJ, U(u) = o 5.In what follows we can assume
that il is such that (/(A) ^ o for any real value,thus (6.8) has not real zeros.
We next specify the behavior of the roots of the polynomial function Q-I(UJ, A).Two case
can arise

I) If (/|| + pEf ~-Aj>EIL < 2pK2(/± - 7||),then for every w > 0, (^{i^, A) has two conjugated
complex roots.In this case, the pencil XC\ + £ j has not real eigenvalues.
II) If (/.I + pE)2 - ApEIL > 2pK2(h - /ii),let

„ + pEY - 4pEIL + 2pK
2(/i| - I±)

then if u! < u/*, CJM"-1, A) has two conjugate complex roots.If u> > w* this polynomial will
have real zeros.In this case the zeros are

= au, ± (2/±
+ 0)

where

Lemma 6.1 The function FfA) =< rAt/0(A),[/0(A) > is analytic in i/ie halfplane Gu

defined by the inequality
-HI /4"1 f1 < Im\

Proof,As it is proved in section 5,(-u)B + ivA)~x is compact.Hence the spectrum of
(-OJD + ivA) consists of at most a countable number of eigenvalues which can have
infinite as a limit point.We can prove now that the numerical rank 8 of (-wB + ivA) ig
contained in v\\ A~] |[ < ImX.

Note that F\ = /?_^ (here R^ = (—UJB + ivA — fiiyl).lt is well known that the eigenval-
ues of an operator belong to its numerical rank.Hence, Rx will be analytic in the region
ImX < u\\ A-' If',
We continue the proof of the Lemma. Suppose that U ^ o £ D(A),by definition of numer-
ical rank

< {-uiB + ivA)U, U >
U\

= 9{U)

belongs to B.Let V = A*U,fiom (6.9) it follows that

+ivI)V,V
<A-lV,V>

(6.9)

(6.10)

5Even in this case.we can give conditions under which A = u is not a zero of (6.8) for every value of w
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If we take the imaginary part in (6.10),we have

II T/ ||2

= Im9{U)
<A~1V,V>

from this last equality it is easy to obtain that

HI A"1 If1 < ImO(U)

Being U arbitrary.the numerical rank of the operator {-uB + ivA) is contained in the
semiplane

HI -4"' if ' < ImX

Hence,/?^ is analytic in the complement of this region.To complete the proof of Lemma it
remains to recall the previous observation that PA = fl_>. ,

Lemma 6.2 We have the following estimation

+/mA
(6.11)

Proof.AU the points of the set C \ 6 are regular points of {-UJB + it/A).From Theorem 3.2
of (7] it follows that

1 II < Trr-3T < ,» L , (6.12)d{X,dG,,)

for every A,such that ImX < v\\ A ' || ,where

1},
Now,(6.11) follows from (6.12) and Tk = R-X. ,
We recall that it was assumed that equation (6.8) has not real zeros.Let C be an arbitrary
rectificable curve in Gv{u 3> l),such that Q2(u>,X) is not zero on C for a value Lj,then
keeping in mind (6.11) by Rouche's Theorem there exists a j/(w),such that,if v > u{u)
the function QI(UJ, A) - /(A) has inside C the same number of zeros as Qi{u, A).Note
that,if C contains in its interior only one zero of Qviu, A) and i / -»oo then,this zero of
Qj(w, A) - /(A) (necessarily an eigenvalue of the pencil XCi + £2) converges to the zero
of Q2(^,A).This follows from (6.8) and (6.11).

In what follows X±(u) will denote the zeros of the polynomial Qj(w, A) such that |
A_(w) |< | A+(ui) | if A±(u) are real and /mA_(w) < 0, /mA+(u;) > 0 if they are complex
conjugated.lt is easy to see that if A±(u>) are real,then X±(w) > 0.
Suppose that II) is true (see the specification of the behavior of the roots of Qj(w, A))
and w > w*.Let B{X+(UJ),() (respectively B(A_(o;),e)) be the disc | A - A+(w) |< e
{respectively
| A—A_(w) |< e) where ( > 0 is sufficiently small to be sure that A_ ^ S{A+(w), e) (respec-
tively A+ £ B(A_{u),f)) then as before,by Rouche's Theorem,starting with a sufficiently
large V+{UJ} (respectively f-(uj}) the function <3J(W,A) — /(A) has one zero sufficiently
near A+(w) (respectively A_(u>)) inside B(X+{w),t) (respectively J3(A_(w), f)).Let us de-
note this zero by A+(w, v) {respectively A_(w,i/)).We have the following.



Lemma 6.3 (Fundamental lemma) Suppose that II) is true,then for every value uJ,such
t.hat.ui > u*,there, exists a ^(w) sufficiently largejor which

/mA_(uj, v) > 0

w,p) < 0

(6.13)

and

for v > v^{u)).

Proof.Evident.ly,(/||(uj) > max(i/+(u}),u^(u/)).Let t/0(A) = 2uiU\ + XU2 where U\ = Pa(
and U2 = iP{\(f) then (6.8) can be written in the following way

If we multiply (6.13) by (A2) we have

A |4

Wt,U\ >]• (6.14)

H(>ticf,rtny zero of the equation (6.8) satisfies (6.14).Let V! = T\U\ and V2 = TXU2.Notice
that.

< rAf;,,t/i >= -w < BV, ,V, > -zi/ < 4V7!, v, > +A| | V, y2,

• i a-
>= - +X\\

and

< ry/,, u-i > + < rxu2, u{ > = -uRe < BVUV2 >

-ivRc < AVUV2 > +XRe

If we substitute these expressions in (6.14) we obtain

,A)A2 | A |'J < BVuVx > -i4w2vp\\ A |2 < AVUV{ >

U V2

A2| A I2II V, | | 2 - w p A | A |4 < BV.t, V2

+ivp\\ A |4 < AV2,V2 > +p\ A Til V2 \\2

2 \ A \"nc < BVU V2 > -2upv\ A ^Re

(6.15)

Dividing both sides of (6.15) by (2/j. + pp?) and taking the imaginary part,we have an
equation of the form

Al(ImX) = A2 (6.16)

where A\ and A2 are two real functions of A,more precisely

(ReX)

+wp\ X\4 < BV2, V2 > +2up\ A \4Re < Vh V2
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and

A |4 < AV2,V2

then,if A satisfies (6.8) it also satisfies (6.16) .In particular we have

v)) = Az(X±{w,v)). (6.17)

We recall that,for v > max(v(u>)+,i/{w)-} sufficiently large,(A±(us, u)) are very close to
(A-t(o>)).Hence,there exists a fo(a>) such that,for v > (/0(u) the signs of A\(X±(u, u)) and
A2(X±(ui, v}) coincide with the signs of A)(X±(u>)) and A2{X^(w))Te,fipectively.lt is easy
to see that,as v is sufficiently large we can take

and

where

AVUV2> .

We recall that A±(u)) > 0 and on the other hand

A3{\±(u)) = <AV2,V2>

AV2,V2 > -(Re < AVi,V2
<AV2,V2> L "

iProm the trivial inequality

(Re < AVuV2>f <\< AVUV2

we have that As(X±{u>}) > O.Hence,>l2(A±(w)) < O.Finally,from v > vQ(w) we conclude
that A2(X±(UJ, u)) < O.We examine now the sign of Ai(\±(us)}.

\
•P

- 4
(2/x

this expression it follows that J4](A+(W)) > 0 and >li(A_(w)) < O.Hence,from
v > VQ(J),A\(X-{UI, V)) < 0 and A^(X+(UJ, v)) > O.Now the Lemma follows from (6.17). •

Theorem 6.1 For every value of the angular velocity UJ different from u', there exists a
j/(w) such that if v > v(tjj),Sobolev}$ system is instable.

Proof.If I) is true or II) holds with UJ < u/,the result follows from a simple application
of the Rouche's Theorem to the functions Q2{u>, A) and /(A).Now if II) holds and u> > w*
the Theorem follows from Lemma 6.3. a
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7 Conclusions
The Theorem 6.1 shows the important effect of the viscosity on the stability problem
considered in our paper with regard to the ideal case studied by Sobolev [14].It follows
from [14] that for ellipsoidal cavities there exist at most two unstability zones whose upper
limit is determined by the geometry of the elipsoid and the distribution of mass in the
rigid body.As follows from the assertion of Theorem 6.1 when the fluid is viscous this
upper limit increase indefinitely with the viscosity.
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